ULTI TREC

The 100% recycled pathway material
As part of our commitment to sustainability, ULTITREC is produced from selected arisings from highway and maintenance works, providing an economic and sustainable approach to footpaths and cycle tracks.

ULTIMATE VERSATILITY
As an inert material with a consistent, neutral appearance ULTITREC can be used in a variety of locations such as woodland paths, canal towpaths, footpaths, cycle ways, public parks and golf courses.

ULTIMATE WORKABILITY
ULTITREC is a 20mm down product which is easy to handle and compact, providing a firm, even surface for pedestrians and cyclists.

ULTIMATE SUSTAINABILITY
By using recycled road arisings rather than primary aggregates, ULTITREC helps to reduce waste and conserve scarce resources.

IMPROVED COMPLIANCE
ULTITREC meets all relevant environmental and performance standards including being produced under the WRAP protocol for Recycled Aggregates.

CONSISTENT QUALITY
With 64 recycling centres nationwide, Tarmac’s investment in production and quality control procedures ensures consistent quality and performance.

ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
Developing and producing sustainable construction products and solutions is at the heart of Tarmac. All of our products are manufactured in the UK and certified under BES 6001 Responsible sourcing.

To find out how ULTITREC can help you achieve longer-lasting results, quickly and cost effectively call 0800 1 218 218